HIGH QUALITY REVOLUTIONARY SWEAT BELT THAT INCREASES
YOUR PERSPIRATION BY UP TO 80%
One size fits all UP TO 45-inch waist.
FULLY ADJUSTABLE FIT FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Everybody dreams to have a much thin tummy but the mid section
flab has always been the hardest to go. Losing weight and a few
inches in the waist is a struggle for both men and women. Waist
trimmer belts are not just new concepts of fashion. With this sauna
belt, exercise and proper diet, you can start to get rid of the stubborn
belly fat and get so much more out of life.
This Sauna Trimmer Belt is designed to be worn during exercise,
help you shed excess water and burn stubborn fat. It is made of the
highest grade stretchy Neoprene for Superior heat insulation and
lasting wear.
Maximize your exercise and sports routine and sweat sweat sweat.
Stylish, effective and permanent weight loss.
Maximizes the effectiveness of your workout and fat burn.
Targets Fat around Waist / Belly / Stomach
Helps to burn fat
Helps to eliminate water and orange peel
The more often you wear the belt, the faster the weight loss
Improve your overall health and well being
Helps Take Away Excess Water and Toxins
Removes Pressure from your Back Muscles
Therapeutic Fat Burning Heat
Protects and Prevents Injury
Supports Lower back
Improves Posture
Keeps Muscles Warmth
Anti-Slip Technology
Fully Adjustable Velcro
Anti-allergen
Easy cleaning ( Wash as delicate, do not iron)
ENHANCED WEIGHT LOSS WRAP- Increased body heat helps to trim you,
removing excess sweat / water weight during exercise, while the light-weight
material prevents heat stroke. Designed for fitness alongside your collection
of workout equipment.
ADJUSTABLE UP TO 42 INCHES - Adapts to almost all workouts or activities
and support most body types.
BEST SLIMMING BELT EVER ON THE MARKET!!

